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Martin Luther and
Reformation •
This month marks the 500th birthday of
Martin Luther, a commemoration the religious world notes with various degrees of
interest. Though it has been said that
"Luther the man and the time were
matched in a manner seldom seen in history" (Martin Luther, Selections from His
Writings, ed. John Dil/enberger, p. xii), it is
also true that his major concepts and his
famous "here I stand" and Ninety-five
Theses are the rich heritage of twentiethcentury Christians.
Luther's greatest personal, intellectual,
and spiritual struggle was with the "righteousness of God" and in recapturing and
enhancing the meanings of such biblical
concepts as faith, grace, justification, and
justice. He came to see that the righteousness of God had to do with mercy and
forgiving grace. "Faith is nothing else but
the lively apprehension of grace made
known and received. It is the stance of the
believer as a result of the grace which he
has known and in which he trusts.
Therefore, the phrase 'through faith' is not
to be understood as a means for apprehending grace but as the mode of living by
and in the power of God's 'graciousness'
"(Ibid., xxxvi). It was the matter of genuine
encounter with God through Jesus Christ as
opposed to a mere intellectual assent to the
existence of God.
Luther's fearlessness is symbolized by an
incident that took place as he went to appear before Emperor Charles V at the Diet
of Worms. Amid the great crowds awaiting
his arrival, a German soldier "clapped him
on the shoulder, saying: 'My poor monk!
my little monk! Thou art on thy way to
make a stand such as I and many of my
knights have never done in our toughest
battles' "(Great Voices of the Reformation,
Harry Emerson Fosdick, p. 75). Yet he was
not a "cocksure" reformer. He cared deeply for the church and for the Gospel. And
before he had gone to Worms, he had
voiced his self-doubts: "How often has my
trembling heart palpitated - are you alone
the wise one? Are all the others in error?
Have so many centuries walked in ignorance? What if it should be you who err, and
drag so many with you into error, to be
eternally damned?" (Ibid., pp. 69-79).
In a small way Mission recognizes in this
issue the indebtedness of all Christendom
(including our own movement) to the religious insights of the former monk. Harold
Straughn writes of the personal meanings of
Luther to his own development and Richard
L. Harrison, Jr. reviews Luther and the
Papacy. In next month's journal, Dr.
Harrison will discuss how the StoneCampbell movement was shaped by the
early reformer.
- the Editor

"TO EXPLORE THOROUCHL Y THE SCRIPTURES AND THEIR
MEANING ...
TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVESAND HAS HER MISSION
... TO PROVIDE A VEHICLEFOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING
OF COD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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Martin Luther:
A Personal
Appreciation
By HAROLDSTRAUGHN
Luther in my Neighborhood

y first acquaintance with Mart in Luther came
t hrough a group of his spirit ual descenda nts,
t he Floerke fami ly, who lived next door to me in
Kansas City, Kansas, for th e fir st seventeen years of
my life .
The Floerkes - parents A lbert and Agnes, Kent,
Clive, Shloe, Sheila, Billy, and Sheryl - wer e Germans and Lutherans. That made them diff erent from
ot her German s on my block w ho wer e Catho lic, like
t he Gr insingers. And diffe rent from ot her Lutherans
in my neighborhood who w ere Norweg ian li ke th e
Langels or Swedish like t he Wyb ergs and Rybergs.
It seemed that j ust about everyone in my neighborhood had an ancient relative w ho lived upstairs,
or came to visit ofte n and memorab ly, and spoke in
anot her tongue. There were Irish, Slavs, Jews and
Greeks besides t he groups I've ment ion ed .
But the Floerkes w ere our closest fr iend s as my
younger sister and brot her and I grew up . We played
ball, had fights, co nduct ed expe rim ents, and mo st
delic iously of all, had religiou s di sput es. For th e
Floerkes appa rently were th e on ly ones who cared
enoug h abo ut rel igion to argue abo ut it. (One Baptist friend, for exampl e, thought John the Baptist was
his c hur ch's founder and o nce confided to me his
envy that the namesake of my chur ch was more
prestigious than his.)
Through the years of my study of chur ch history,
from LeMo ine Lewis at Ab ilene Chr istian to Geo rge
Huntston Williams at Harvard to Heiko Obe rm an at
Tuebingen, I must acknowl edge that I co uld neve r
quite divorce my image of Luther from my exper iences w ith t he Floerkes: that we Straughn s were
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common sense fo lk whi le th e Floerkes were passio nate; t hat we co uld be caustic and cr it ical wh ile
t hey were ofte n lo ud and exp losive; t hat we wer e
rationa lly pious and t hey we re sent imenta lly so; t hat
we loved o ur famil y members dece nt ly and in orde r
w hil e t hey d id so w it h sound ing brass and clashing cymba l.
Straughns ration ed t heir meager ta lents and resources w hil e Floerkes strew t heirs across t he landscape w it h abandon.
Luther to me was a composite of the Floerkes. The
o ldest son Kent was a high schoo l A ll-American in
footba ll, basketba ll and track, a straight-A stude nt,
science fair w inn er, chap lain of the YMCA group.
He went to the U niversity of Kansas on a
scho larship, earned a Ph. D ., and today is a schoo l
admin istrator . Cl ive was kill ed in a car accident,
smashi ng into a tr ee try ing to avo id hitting a litt le girl
wa lki ng along t he road. Bill became a natio nal
champion jav elin throw er at Kansas State. Shloe,
Sheila and Sheryl wer e mu sical, artist ic, dramatic ,
not the submissive women of pietist stereotype.
Father A lbert stands out in my mind for o nce complete ly disassemb ling th e fami ly TV set. O n the
dining room table it lay in stat e an entir e summ er
until he found o ut what was wrong, rep laced the
offe ndin g part, and reassembl ed th e set in time for
the new fall show s.
They ate in th e kit chen, which, because of Mother
Agnes's co nsumin g int erest in cleanliness, alw ays
sme lled of Lifebuoy , as did all the room s, and cloth ing, and skin, of the Floerkes .
I am gratef ul to Martin Luth er for send ing me the
Floerkes. They att ended a Missour i Synod Lutheran
parochia l school , O ur Saviour 's, as it was mod estly
named. They used to invite us to schoo l musicals
and ot her eve nts, and made me fee l that I might
have fit in were it not for my one-sy llab le name and
my too-American religious preferences.
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The Luther of Church History Courses
Later on, in Christian college, I recall writing in a
church history exam that I thought Luther's most
important contributions to posterity were 1) the refocusing of Christian worship away from the Mass
and onto pulpit proclamations of the word; 2) the
new emphasis on congregational participation in
singing, communion, and prayers; and 3) marriage
and family life, rather than monasticism, as the proper matrix for spirituality and discipleship.
It's possible that Dr. Lewis figured that I would
come to a more sensitive appreciation of theological
developments once I got to Harvard Divinity School.
And so he gave me an A-minus.
Sure enough, in graduate study I found myself
both perplexed and fascinated by the variety and
depth of investigations of Luther's thought. His role
in biblical interpretation was especially interesting to
me, as one instructor, Sam Preus, was writing a book
on Luther's "new hermeneutic."
Preus carefully
studied the development of Luther's thought by examining his lectures on the Psalms and Galatians,
delivered daily in two or more different time
periods. With Preus's method we could see an
almost day-by-day, and certainly a year-by-year, unfolding of the pivotal doctrines of forgiveness, grace
salvation, authority of Scripture, and nature of the
church. Dr. Preus's book, From Shadow to Promise,
remains for me the best study of Luther's developing ideas in their late-medieval context.

Luther, the Cultural Model
A few years later I undertook a research project of
the Reformation-era origins of the Restoration-heritage churches. It was a project that took me to the
University of Tuebingen, where I could witness contemporary Luther research in his home culture and
where I could view 450 years of his influence upon a
national church and people.
There I could sit in on a project group that was
working on a Luther Dictionary, a study of his use of
theological terms similar in scope to the Kittel dictionary for New and Old Testaments. Here again I
was impressed by the breadth of Luther's creativity
as evidenced by apparently subtle shadings of word
usage, which produced a cumulative effect of a theological sea change.
At the same time, because of Tuebingen's unique
status as a site of both Protestant and Catholic theological faculties, I found much encouragement for
seeing Luther in his late-medieval context. Here for
the first time I came face to face with the breadth
and depth of the Augustinian theological tradition in
which Luther was both intellectually schooled and
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spiritually disciplined. I came to see how it was
possible, indeed was fairly common, to accept the
most significant of Luther's theological conclusions
and still remain a reformer within the medieval
church. I remember hearing of one eminent Protestant theologian chiding a more cautious colleague
during a particularly controversial political crisis:
"You call yourself a Protestant. But with your fearful attitude, in Luther's time you would have stuck
with the Pope."
To see the role of Reformer as a personal style as
well as a set of ideas reminded me of the Lutheran
Paul Tillich's argument in The Protestant Principle
that there is no set of Protestant doctrines we are
called to defend so much as there is a principle of
protesting spiritual oppression which we must always be practicing in every age.
In contrast to the fearful and cautious Lutheran
professor, I felt a sense of the kind of theological
nose-tweaking of his opponents to which Luther was
given, as I viewed the rapidly souring relations between Pope Paul VI and his audacious son and
Tuebingen defender of the faith Hans Kung. Here,
surely, was a closer model for the tension that
existed in the 1520s between Pope and Reformer.
Closer, say, than could be seen in America's irritable disputes between clergy and professors in the
Missouri Synod that resulted in the clergy keeping
control of the buildings of their seminary while the
professors walked out en masse to start a new
Seminary in Exile.
Such quarrelings among his spiritual children
might have reminded Luther less of his own confrontations with the Pope and more of his own harrassment by the more impatient and radical reformers who had been attracted by his courage.

Luther and the Free-Church Tradition
Luther never understood the passions of a follower
like Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt, who wanted
to spiritualize piety to the point of banishing, even
vandalizing, religious images and relics. But he fully
understood the threat if not the motivations of an
anointed prophet of the Last Days like Thomas
Muentzer, advocating and leading peasants armed
with pitchforks (and the power of God) into battle
against the legions of the realm.
Consequently, I think Luther became galvanized
against the kinds of local church reforms and inner
spiritual renewal advocated by leaders like Hans
Denck, Balthasar Hubmaier, Pilgram Marpeck, and
Menno Simons. These early "Anabaptists" found
somewhat more understanding where the Zwinglian
reforms were underway than in the parts of Europe
controlled by the Lutheran rulers.

MISSION

In Europe today the presence of Martin Luther
remains a real power, perhaps more in political life
than in religion. Certainly the two kingdoms
doctrine that Luther developed has had a decisive
role to play, too complex to analyze here, in understanding modern history, from the rise of 19th century Marxist socialism, to the rise and fall of Nazism,
to the establishment of Leninist communism, in the
land of Wittenburg, Wartburg and Augsburg.
In America, the three major Lutheran bodies (The
Lutheran Church in America, an ecumenical denomination of German heritage; the American
Lutheran Church, an ecumenical denomination of
Scandinavian
background;
and the Lutheran
Church, Missouri Synod, a conservative separatist
body with mostly German roots) typify the way the
modern denomination has evolved. From emigrating European established churches, they have
sought to maintain their organizational structures
shorn of the political protection of the state, but with
freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution.
In these struggles to become American bodies
have come the most obvious differences between

Lutherans and heirs of religious movements with
roots in English-speaking countries and new beginnings on an English-speaking frontier. In some ways,
the different cultural priorities of Lutheran and Baptist, Lutheran and Disciple, Lutheran and Church of
Christ directions, obscure the common values,
hopes and spiritual disciplines that all these groups
have to share with one another.
Not that we can end this appreciation with an
entirely symphonic sound:
The same spiritual genius who penned the words
"A mighty fortress is our God, a bulwark never failing" also called our free-church forefathers "the
murderous and thieving hordes of peasants." And a
lot worse.
Profound and volatile. Sentimental and sarcastic.
Brooding and ecstatic. Cunning and visionary. Funloving and ascetic. Conventional and prophetic.
Domesticated and crude. Medieval and Modern.
Timebound and timeless.
I'm grateful to my childhood neighbors, the
Floerkes, wherever they are, for my early and lasting
introduction to the Father of the Reformation.
MISSION

A MESSAGE
TO OUR READERS
From its very beginning Mission has been far more than a
publishing venture; it has been a group of deeply committed Christians who have devoted their prayers, talents, and
resources "to communicating the meaning of God's word
to our contemporary world," to enhancing the journey of
faith, to speaking lovingly, truthfully, and challengingly into the reality of the lives of men and women; "to tell the
story of love and forgiveness, newness and freedom," and
to witness to Jesus Christ as crucified Savior and resurrected Lord.
Many of you have been a very vital part of this ministry.
We invite you to continue with us on the journey. This year
at our Annual Board of Trustees meeting Treasurer Carl

Stem presented us with a carefully honed budget. The
Trustees pledged all but $25,000 of the amount. We are
asking you to participate with us in meeting our budget so
that the journal can continue to enable others to hear the
prophetic word, to grow in grace, and to be enriched by
touches of caring and hope.
For each gift of $100 or more your subscription will be
extended for one extra year. Remember that all contributions are tax deductible.
Please fill out the form below and send to:

MISSION JOURNAL, 11223 Henge Drive,
Austin, TX 78759

YES, I want to make a contribution to the ongoing of Mission Journal
in the amount of[J$S, 1.J$10, IJ$25, []$SO, 11$100, [1$250, U$500.
[] My gift of$-------------

··-·········..is
enclosed.

I I I would like to pledge $________________ to be given by April I.
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ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP
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The Paradox of
Spiritual Sanity
By DALEANDREWS
erhaps the single most important discovery of my
personal life pilgrimage has been the realization
that spiritual sanity is sought and rediscovered afresh
at crucial intervals. I discovered that spiritual sanity
is not bestowed by formulas and rituals, but by the
probing and constant questioning of a pilgrim on his
own quasi-mystical journey. The Word, for this pilgrimage, must serve as the source and stimulus for
the journey and not a dictionary of proof texts to
justify present forms of personal spiritual insanity. In
this quest a single paradox of faith forms the framework for spiritual sanity. THE PARADOX: SPIRITUAL
SANITY IS FOUND IN BIBLICAL INSANITY.
Mental sanity is defined ultimately by every individual relying on a number of sources. The moralisms of family and institutions and the subtle social
forces in any culture form a person's model for
sanity. These models vary widely in every social-religious context. Hence, people survive life best when
they accurately reframe their definition of spiritual
sanity to fit a higher model.
In general, our definition of mental sanity is
defined arbitrarily. For example, homosexuality was
considered a deviancy by the American Psychological Association in the 1960s but they now refer to it
as a "preference."
In the Soviet Union sanity is
equated with cooperation with the State, even if
what the State requires is in itself insane.
·
Sanity, within the frame of reference of insanity,
appears to be insanity. Insanity measured from within by insanity's norms looks like sanity. Within our
own existences we judge the world and justify ourselves without really testing our own models of
reality. Thus, to the Pharisees Jesus was a demoniac,
John the Baptist was a screeching hermit preacher,
the apostles were "mad, and the early church was
a group of godless cannibals eating the flesh and
blood of their Lord.
Even the church, in the name of spiritual sanity,
has over the centuries enacted inquisitions and
heresy hunts with all of the venom of an ldi Amin.
For God and country the spiritually sane have put
the spiritually insane to death to protect the sanctity
of the ones who define spiritual sanity for all. To this
day our prophets are killed only to be idolized by
the next generation of defenders of the faith .
In all of this madness I turn to question my own
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definition of the faith; I also reflect on my own sanity
and blush at former ways of "normative" thinking.
In all of this, however, I am more confident now that
I question every social dictate and idea that defines
my personal sanity. My confidence, however, does
not rest solely in my right to choose my own definition of sanity, but in my choice to ground the
principles of sanity in the cross, which is God's clearest statement of sanity within insanity, life within
death, and the discovery of life in life lost.
We ministers burn out not because we work too
hard but because we torture ourselves trying so hard
to force people and ourselves into imagined realities, which in and of themselves are insane. Too
often our brotherhood papers and seminars pound
us with guilt to try harder so that we can someday
make the brotherhood what we want it to be. Yet we
struggle and never doubt the validity of our ideals
and goals or even our expectation of people. We
burn out because we try to serve an imaginary god
whose values we transpose from our own
misinformed lives. Often we view people as sheer
objects of our canned evangelism techniques and
fail to see how the Bible views us as individuals to be
lovingly, non-manipulatively discipled.
Ministry is madness; to be a minister is to be a
person no better than others pointing toward the
Perfect with imperfect means and a mind that is less
than flawless. Ministry is the helpless feeling of
watching it all take place around you in a way that
seems so undisciplined, as if no one takes it seriously
enough. Ironically, it is also where you see the most
serious Christians crusading around, only to leave
the church in despair.
Spiritual sanity is found in the Divine Madness of
the cross. Thus, preaching the cross makes no sense
in the so-called post-Christian age; yet with the failure of the social sciences to adequately define sanity,
we find ourselves going in circles, condemning one
form of beh-avior today only to justify it tomorrow. In
this insanity, I turn to the sanity of the cross.
Spiritual sanity is the quest itself. The heaven we
find in serving others comes not by our quota of
good deeds but as a result of seeing life through
God's eyes and with His Spirit. Without our primary
attention focused on the tools of reality perception,
it is unlikely that our Christian lives will be more than
religious versions of our pre-Christian lives.
It no longer bothers me now to leave the life of
worldly sanity for biblical insanity or to serve the
church oblivious to the way things are "supposed to
be. There is freedom here, new spiritual energies
for study, prayer, and authentic service. I fear perhaps that by now you think I've lost my mind - I
have. There is a better mind in the cross ... and that
is worth the ridicule. ----------·--.. MISSION
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Of Interest and Profit

An alternative to the profit motive or incentive is the service motive whereby
one seeks to minimize profit. Whereas service as a motive is the very definition of the character of Christ, profit as a motive is the very definition of greed
and is a root of economic upheaval in any society.
By DANIELM. KEERAN

0

ne of the continuing struggles
of those who wish to be God's
people is to rediscover and to practice
the values and norms of the Kingdom
of God, often in direct conflict with the
prevailing notions of the majority culture. In some areas of thought which
have especially wide-ranging implications, many Christians have adopted
the secular assumptions without questioning their morality in the light of
Scripture. Pragmatism is the spouse of
the secular mind-set and is an important criterion for approved behavior
within the frdmework of politic', and
religion in North America today. The
secular mind-set assumes conduct to
be proper simply because it works for
contemporary society. This study calls
into question one major assumption of
secular society: that the profit motive
is morally acceptable. An examination
of the Old Testament literature will be
followed by an exposition of New
Testament teaching and a summary of
the historical development of thought

Daniel M. Keeran is a psychotherapist
in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, having recently
moved there from Weyburn, Saskatchewan,
where he was minister for the Weyburn Church
of Christ.

from the time of the early church to
the Stone-Campbell movement.
Old Testament Teaching
The Old Testament discusses the
profit motive in terms of interest and
increase. The earliest teaching seemed
to prohibit only the taking of interest
and increase from a poor fellow Israelite, and initially only taking interest
was ruled out.
/( )IOU lend money to one of my people among you who is needy, do not be
like a money lender; charge him no
interest.
Exodus 22:25

In the book of Leviticus, however, we
see the prohibition expanded somewhat to include profit: "You must not
lend him money at interest or sell him
food at a profit" (Lev. 25:37). Still later
in the Pentateuch, the instruction is
expanded further to include a ban on
interest on anything loaned to any
brother Israelite, not just to the poor.
Do not charge )1our hrother interest,
whether on mone1 1 or food or an)1thing
else that ma)' earn interest. You 171<1)"
charge a foreigner interest, hut not a
brother Israelite.
Deuteronomy 23: 19,20

During the period of the united kingdom one of the characteristics of the
ideal citizen of Zion was that he did
not lend his money at interest (Psalm
15:5). The poverty or affluence of the
borrower had no bearing on the morality of lending at interest, but certainly the consequences for the poor are
greater than for the rich when interest
is charged. In whatever era, interest
and profit contribute to inflation, thus
grinding the face of the poor. However, in Solomon's observation that
"he who augments his wealth by interest and increase gathers it for another
who will be kind to the poor" (Prov.
28:B), there seems to be a progression
or broadening of the law regarding
interest and profit.
Perhaps the sfrongest pronouncement of all against interest and increase1 a statement of the prophet
Ezekiel is especially enlightening because at that time Israel was in exile
among a foreign people; hence, much
of its trading and business was with
foreigners from whom the Mosaic law
permitted Israel to take interest. Excavations at Nippur of ancient Babylon
have uncovered a business house
whose inscriptions reveal many Jewish
names,
thus
indicating
how
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thoroughly the Jews were adapting Exile. At first, the law prohibited taking
and being assimilated into the business interest only from the poor Israelite
practices of the country (The lnterna- and only on food and money. Later,
tional Standard Bible Encyclopedia, the law prohibited taking interest from
7929 ed.). Apparently responding to any Israelite on anything loaned. Still
the Jews' adoption of Babylonian busi- later, during the Exile, we find a blanness ethics, Ezekiel advocated that ket condemnation of those who take
those who loaned for interest and who any interest and increase, even though
took increase or profit shou Id be put to \ God's people were doing much of
death. (Ezek. 18:8, 13, 17). Finally, their business with foreigners. Also, it
during the period of the return from is important to recognize that no disexile, Nehemiah tried to eliminate tinction between interest and usury is
even small amounts of interest on made in any of the biblical literature.
loans among the people.
Rather, interest in any amount is considered excessive in the above
Now the men and their wives raised a
contexts. The notion of acceptable and
great outcry against their Jewish brothunacceptable levels of interest
the
ers. Some were saying, "We and our
latter referred to as usury in modern
sons and daughters are numerous; in
usage -- did not develop until the late
order for to eat and stay alive, we must
Middle Ages.
get grain."
Others were saying, "We are mortgaging our fields, our vineyards and our
New Testament Teaching
homes to get grain during the famine."
The link between the Old and New
Still others were saying, "We have had
Testaments on the subjects of lending,
to borrow money to pay the king's tax
on our fields and vineyards. Although
interest, and profit is to be found in the
we are of the same flesh and blood as
teachings of Jesus in the Gospel
our countrymen and though our sons
accounts and in the writings of Paul. In
are as good as tlwirs, yet we haw to subthe Sermon on the Mount and the
ject our sons and daughters to slavery.
Sermon
on
the
Plain,
Jesus
Some of our daughters have already
summarizes the magnified ethics of the
been enslaved, but we are powerless,
Kingdom of God. He reverses, for
because our fields and our vin(')!ardsbeexample, the teaching on seeking relong to others."
compense for wrongs and says that His
When I heard their outcry and these
charges, I was very angry. I pondered
disciples should practice nonresisthem in 111)1mind and then accused the
tance. Adultery can be committed in
nobles and officials. I told them, "You
thought, not simply in the physical act;
arc exacting usury from your own counand harm lies in destructive anger, not
trymen'" So I called together a large just in murder. With this kind of inmeeting to deal with them and said:
sight into the reality of progressive
"As far as possible, we have bought back
revelation, one may approach the
our Jewish brothers who were sold to
expanded inplications of Jesus' teachthe Centi/es. Now vou arc selling )IOLJr
ing on lending and giving.
brothers, only for them to be sold back
In the teaching account recorded in
to us!" Thev kept quiet, lwcause thl'y
could fine/ nothing to sav.
Luke 6, Jesus iterates the requirement
So I continued, "\!\!hat )IOU art' doing
of the Mosaic law: that we ought to
is not right . . I and Ill)' brothers and m)1 lend not only to friends but also to
men are also lencling the people monev
enemies. But he goes quite beyond
all(/ grain. /3ul let the exacting of usury
that when he suggests that every loan
stop' Civl' bad< to them immediate!)'
is to be regarded as a gift. Whereas in
their fields, vim')'arc/s, olive groves ancl
the Old Testament Cod's people were
houS('S, and also the uswy you are
taught to lend without expecting intercharging them.
"
"We will give it back," thev saicl. est in return, Jesus teaches that we are
"And we will not demand anything
to "lend without expecting to get anymore irom them. We will do as vou s,w"
thing back."
Nehemiah S: I- I 2
To summarize the Old Testament
teaching: a gradual expansion of the
law against interest and increase
seems to have occurred from the time
of the Exodus to the period of the
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Cive to t)VCt}'onc \,v/io <L'J,_'ivou, ancl
if an)'O/ll' takt's what IJC'/ong1to )'OU,
clo not dt'nlilncl it back .
if )•Ou lt'ncf
lo thme from whom vou exf)l'CI 1e/Ja)1ment. what crl'(lit i.1th,ll to )'OLI' /:v('n
".-,inner_-,"lend to '\inners,"

exf)ecting

to be rl'paid in full. But Jove your enemies, do good lo them, and lend to
them without expecting to get anything back.
Luke 6:30-35

Demanding

interest would go far
beyond merely expecting to get some
return. Therefore 1 this teaching would
not only prohibit interest but would
eliminate even the expectation of getting the principal or a return loan (see
G Kittel, ed., Theological Dictionary of
the New Testament, 1964 ed., vol. 2,
p. 534).
This meaning of the Lukan passage is
reinforced by Jesus' use of the Greek
word daneizo for "lend" in verse 35.
According to W. E. Vine (Expository

Dictionary o( New Testament Words,
1966 ed., s.v. "Lend, Loan"), daneizo
refers to money "loaned on security or
return." The article on "Lend, Loan"
in the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (lbid. 1 Charles B. Williams)
points out that daneizo refers to money loaned "usually in a commercial
sense." If Jesus had wanted to use a
word for lending as a friendly act or for
immediate personal needs, small
amounts or items which one would
not expect back, he would have used
the word kichremi as in Luke 11 :5,
where a person asks a friend for bread
to feed his guests.
We see then that, although the morality of lending on interest is not
specifically commented upon in the
New Testament, the Mosaic law
against interest is greatly amplified by
Jesus' concept that the lender should
regard every loan as a gift, thus precluding receiving interest as a moral
option. The lending to which Jesus
refers involves major loans, those
which one would usually expect to receive again and with interest. Thus,
daneizo is to be regarded with the
same attitude as kichremi. Moreover,
this kind of lending is to be extended
to all men, regardless of their relationship to God.
Another point of contact between
the testaments if found in Ezekiel and
in several passages in Paul's letters. In
Ezekiel 22: 12 and elsewhere the Septuagint (with which the New Testament writers were certainly familiar)
uses the word group including pleonexia and pleonektes to translate into
Greek the Hebrew term for "unjust
gain." Here the idea of interest and in-

crease have the connotation of unjust
gain.
In you men accept bribes to shed
blood; you take usury and excessive
interest and make unjust gain from
your neighbors by extortion. And you
have forgotten me, declares the Sovereign Lord.
Ezekiel 22:72

Paul also speaks with extreme disfavor
toward
those
who
engage
in
pleonexia,
translated "greed"
or
"covetousness"
in many English
versions. He tells the Ephesians (5:35)
that "among you there must not be
even a hint of ...
any kind of ...
p/eonexia," and that those who practice such will not enter the Kingdom of
God. (See also 1 Cor. 5: 10, 11; 6: 10;
Col. 3:5-7.) Paul need not mention
interest and increase specifically, because "any kind of" would surely
include the specific acts associated
with p/eonexia.
The root meaning of pleonexia is
"over-reaching."
When
New
Testament writers used this Greek
word, they often meant "having too
much," as well as receiving or wanting
too much; this would suggest "overreaching" through interest and profit,
unjust gain. This connotation must
have persisted at least until the time of
Origen in the third century, for he
used plmnektes to refer to one who
takes interest, the usurer (TDNT, ibid.,
vol. 6, pp. 269-270).
Early Church Teaching

With this strong background of
teaching against every kind of greed as
well as the idea that every loan be regdrded by the lender as a gift, it is no
surprise that the early church from the
second century to the Renaissance
vigorously opposed the taking of
interest and profit. Quoting Ezekiel
1B:4-9, where it is attested that the
man who does not oppress anyone,
who returns what he took in pledge for
a loan, who does not lend at usury or
take excessive interest is righteous and
will live, Clement of Alexandria affirms
that by following the prohibition of
interest, the new convert will find
eternal life. In opposing the views of
M,1rcion, Tertulli,1n, attempting to
show the harmony of the Old and
New Testaments, compared
Luke
6:34-35 to Ezekiel I B:B, st,1ting that

"the purpose of the law laid down by
Ezekiel was to prepare for the Gospel,
to lead men to the perfect discipline of
Christ." Tertullians's reasoning was
that interest was prohibited in the Old
Testament in preparation for the
expanded
teaching
of
Christ
concerning loans (Robert P. Maloney,
"The Teaching of the Fathers on
Usury," Vigi//iae Christianae 27 [1973]:
243-244). This same strong opposition
to taking interest is seen throughout
the early writings and has been well
documented through the time of
Augustine in the fifth century. The
teaching against interest recognized
no exceptions and was wrong even if
the borrower was rich (Ibid., p. 264).

Restoration Teaching

In the Stone-Campbell movement
Barton W. Stone and Jacob Creath, Jr.
expressed their views in the pages of
the Christian Messenger. Referring to
the prohibition of lending for interest,
Stone wrote, "This was one of the laws
of God given to his people of old.
Never was a practice more explicitly
condemned. It may be asked, Is this
law binding on Christians? If it is, why
was it not incorporated among the
laws of the New Institution? I answer,
it is binding, and it is incorporated
among the laws of Christ, greatly
magnified or enlarged (Luke 6:34)."
Stone states further that "the door of
heaven will be shut and barred"
against those who seek to rise above
In the thirteenth
century,
the
"the standard of humble Christians
canonists of the Roman Catholic
(June 1B43, pp. 4B-51).
Church
adapted
their
church's
Alexander Campbell, on the other
teaching to the growing secularism hand, expressed the majority opinion
with regard to interest and profit. Until
in his Millenial
Harbinger
and
then, the church insisted that the price
employed a number of assumptions in
for goods should be just, defined as
his pragmatic approach to the issue.
"the cost of the material plus the value
The major assumption was that if
of the labor expended on it." Anything
money is loaned to a rich man who
over this was considered profit and intends to use it for trade, commerce,
was unjust gain. But by the time of the
or speculation, then interest is morally
high
Middle
Ages
and
early
acceptable (June 1B43, p. 25B). A basic
Renaissance, the rise of wealthy
unquestioned
assumption
is that
merchant companies, banking houses,
Christians may lend to a rich man who
and guilds led to the justification of
is not in need. Another assumption is
raising prices to cover the risk of loss that a Christian may himself engage in
through piracy and shipwreck, for
profit-making and speculation. Campexample. In a similar manner, the
bell does not refer to the significance
opposition to lending on interest gave
of daneizo and p/eonexia, but he at
way to "elaborate and sometimes
least admits that a poor man should
devious exceptions developed by the
not be charged interest. This admiscanonists to allow interest under cersion would place Campbell outside
tain conditions ...
Like the history of
current practice; yet as the richest man
the just price, the history of usury
in West Virginia, Campbell certainly
illustrates the gradual triumph of secuhad a stake in justifying cornmercidl
lar over religious values." (R.S. Hoyt,
lending and interest.
Europe in the Middle Ages [New York:
Campbell and many of his heirs
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1957], pp.
sought New Testament approval for
435-436).
taking interest by citing the parable of
Today, few professing Christians the talents in Matthew 25 and Luke 19.
would question the conclusions of the Campbell asserts that the practice of
Roman Church lawyers. Even the receiving "interest for money loaned is
Reformation leaders, who protested altogether right, else the Lord could
the corruption of the Roman Church, not have represented himself (as the
firmly resisted the attempts by certain austere master) as having received it"
"extremists" of the time to restore the (Ibid. p. 257). The problem with
prohibition of interest. Luther and Campbell's reasoning is two-fold. First,
others apparently feared such a teach- Jesus is no more teaching that trading
ing would discredit their efforts in the for profit and receiving interest are
eyes of secular powers. (Benjamin moral options than he is teaching thdt
Nelson, The Idea of Usury [Princeton, one may become an unjust judge
"who neither fears God nor cares
NJ, 1949], p. 29).
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Greek word pleonexia, this would
seem to include a prohibition of
interest and increase. The early church
continued to consider taking interest
and profit as avarice, and this attitude
did not change until secular influences
triumphed in the decisions of Roman
church lawyers in the thirteenth
century. The Reformation leaders,
seeking to satisfy secular powers,
opposed any suggestion to restore the
prohibition of interest. In the Restoration Movement, the majority are the
heirs of Alexander Campbell, who
accommodated the secular assumptions, whereas a minority, represented
by Barton W. Stone and Jacob Creath,
Jr., opposed interest and speculation.
Greed cannot be separated from the
profit motive. Profit is by definition
unearned, and the teaching of the
New Testament is that we must live by
Conclusions
our own personal labor rather than the
From this study, a number of labor of others: "If a man will not
conclusions can be drawn. A progres- work, he shall not eat" (2 Thess. 3:10).
sion or broadening of the prohibition
Paul points out to the Ephesian elders
against interest seems to
have that he had supplied his own needs
occurred within the Old Testament and the needs of his companions and
period. In the New Testament Jesus had worked hard to be able to help the
precludes taking interest as a moral weak (Acts 20:30-35). The idle rich are
option when he requires that the no better than the idle poor. The
lender should regard every loan as a notion that money works or that
gift. Paul condemns every kind of money can be put to work is parallel to
greed; and from the connotation of the the ancient Greek idea that money can
about man"; yet the latter parable
represents God himself as that unjust
judge (Luke 18: 1-8), Nor is Jesus
recommending that anyone become a
thief; yet this is a metaphor Jesus uses
for himself. The second difficulty with
Campbell's reasoning is that the
master in the parable of the talents is in
fact depicted as one who over-reaches,
for he is described as "a hard man,
taking out what you did not put in, and
reaping what you did not sow." Based
upon this description of himself, the
master says to his servant, "Why then
didn't you put my money on deposit,
so that when I came back, I could have
collected it with interest?" (Luke
19:20-23). Certainly a major point is
that taking interest is in keeping with
the character of greed: "taking out
,what I did not put in" (v. 22).

_

produce offspring (ISBE, ibid., s.v.
"Bank,
Banking").
Even today,
reference is mad_e to the ability of
money to "bear" interest. These are
examples of the secular rationale for
the exploitation of labor and consumer
and for the justification of greed.
Those who receive interest and profit
are living off the labor of consumers
and workers, for it is people who
work, not money. The profit motive
seeks to minimize the cost of labor in
order to maximize profits. James
speaks with the zeal of Ezekiel in pronouncing judgment upon the rich who
minimize the wages of labor: "Look!
The wages you failed to pay the
workmen who mowed your fields are
crying out against you" (las. 5:4).
An alternative to the profit motive or
incentive
is the service motive
whereby one seeks to minimize profit.
Whereas service as a motive is the very
definition of the character of Christ,
profit as a motive is the very definition of greed and is a root of economic
upheaval in any society. If we are to be
the body of Christ and a light to the
world, we must reflect His character
and follow His leading rather than the
pragmatic norms and values of secular
society.
MISSION

Human Sexuality
and Our Identity
By S. SCOTT BARTCHY
Copyright,

1982

HISTORICAL-EXEGETICAL

THESES

1. God invented sex, i.e., the sectioning of a
species into two divisions designated "male"
and "female."
In Genesis 1 three essential
points are clarified about sex in human beings:
1) "it was very good" (1 :31), 2) both the male
and the female humans were created "in the
S. Scott Bartchy is Adjunct Associate Professor of Early Christian History
image of God" (1 :26-27), and 3) both the feat UCLA and Resident New Testament Scholar, Westwood Christian
male and the male humans were to have
Foundation, Los Angeles, California. He is currently on leave to complete
dominion over the earth (1 :26, 28).
a commentary on Acts for Word.
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2. "The image of God" according to which each
human has been created is the same for every
human being as is the basic body groundplan. The word "sex" ordinarily has two
meanings: 1) the differences that distinguish
male and female; 2) a type of behavior - the
mating behavior that begins sexual reproduction. Both the difference (vive la!) and the behavior were a part of God's Paradise. Thus it is
false to regard sex as a divinely ordered curse
or afterthought, or as a punishment for sin - as
has been done in the Platonic tradition, a tradition that has often been used to "pollute" the
positive biblical attitude to the identity of
humans as sexual beings.

3. Jesus' call to become His disciples and instruments of God's Rule (Kingdom of God) in this
world was given in the same degree to both
women and men. Jesus not only had women
as friends (John 11) but as students (Luke 10:
38-42) and· as His representatives as an evangelist in John 4 and as the first witnesses of the
resurrection
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
4. Jesus' words and deeds radically called in
question the traditional
gender-roles and
sense of male/female identity of His culture.
(A very potent part of Jesus' sinlessness was His
steadfast refusal to accept His culture's definition of what it meant to be a real human
being!)
4. 1. Jesus totally rejected the "permission" that
His culture gave to males to be arrogant, to
expect to be served (especially by women),
to regard others as (sex) objects, to regard
women as sexual "scapegoats," and to lust
after power as control over others.
4. 2. Jesus also totally rejected the "permission"
that His culture gave to females to derive
their identity and the meaning of their lives
from their relationships with men (fathers,
husbands), to remain psychologically dependent on male approval, and to expect
that males bear the responsibilities for the
major issues of life.
4. 3. Jesus also rejected the double-standard with
respect to divorce (Mark 10:2-12), "demythologized" the religious status of sexual
taboos (Mark 5:25-34), and in general made
a "woman's place" into any place where
she could serve in the Rule of God. Indeed,
Jesus declared that a responsible relation to
Him and God's Rule was the detern1inative criterion for the human identity of both
males and females.

--·-·----------·---·
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5. The Holy Spirit powerfully confirmed Jesus'
new place for both women and men in God's
program for the world on the Day of Pentecost. See especially Acts 2: 17-18: "Your sons
and your daughters shall prophesy," and Acts
8:2: Saul "dragged off men and women and
committed them to prison."

6. Paul continued this revolution in male/female identity and relationships both in his
methods of exangelism and in his formation
of the new Chr\stian communities.
6. 1. Paul preached and wrote to both men and
women as moral beings directly responsible
to God (i.e., he did not acknowledge the
authority of non-Christian husbands over
the Christian women regarding participation
in his congregations).
6. 2. He had women as well as men as "co-workers" in evangelism (see Euodia and Syntyche
in Philippians 4:2-3, and Junia as one "of
note among the apostles" in Romans 16:7),
and in church leadership (see Prisca in Romans 16:3-4 and Phoebe in 16: 1).
6. 3. PauI's theology of baptism stressed that
the new identity of the Christian person
transcended traditional gender-role, racial,
and social-legal expectations
(Galatians
3:27-28: " ... there is no male or female
... in Christ Jesus").
7. Neither the "gifts of the Spirit" (including
various leadership gifts) nor the "fruit of the
spirit" are gender-linked. There is no distinction made between men and women in the
gifts described in 1 Corinthians 12-14, Romans
12, and Ephesians 4. And although the "fruit of
the Spirit" (Gal. 5:22-23) was exceedingly
counter-cultural in the first century AD, especially for males, such behavior became the expected norm for both male and female Christian existence.
8. The Holy Spirit created "whole persons" out
of individual men and women.
'
8. 1. Christian existence and identity require the
fellowship of the new family of God (the
church), but they do not require getting
married or having children.
8. 2. Singleness is given an esteemed status by
both Jesus (Matt. 19: 11-12) and PauI (1 Car.
7:7:"I wish that every human being were
like myself"
namely, single).
8. 3. A delicate part of Paul's pastoral task of
communication in 1 Corinthians 7 was assuring those who were not married or who
were widowed or divorced 1) that their
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singleness was "O,K," and indeed was an
opportunity (as it was for him) for ministry;
but 2) that their singleness could not be regarded by them as a sign of super-spirituality
(for sexuality is still "very good" under
God's Rule, even if reproductive functions
are no longer the primary source of human
identity).

9. The Holy

Spirit freed married men and
women to subordinate themselves to each
other (Eph. 5:18-21).
9, 1. This self-subordination is based on the individual's relation to the resurrected Christ
and thus upon personal strength, not weakness. And it is mutual, based on Jesus' loving use of His own strength.
9. 2. For example, in matters sexual, Christian
married partners do not belong to themselves but rather to each other (1 Cor. 7:2-6).
9. 3. The Holy Spirit works to create a relationship - rather than an "arrangement" - between Christian spouses. In Ephesians 5
Christian husbands are exhorted three
times to love (agapao) their wives and to
treat them as Christ treats His Church by
submitting Himself sacrificially, even so far
as death. Christian wives are exhorted to
subordinate themselves to their husbands
not because their social conditioning has
already trained them to do so (with pennission to manipulate and silently undermine)
but because their relation to Christ called for
such loving action.

10. Neither 1 Corinthians 7 nor Ephesians 5 (nor
1 Corinthians 11 :3 understood in context)
suggest that Christian men in the first century
were functioning (or should have functioned) as the leading or authoritative links
in a family "chain of command" or as the
chief decision-makers. Nothing about the husband's "having the last word" can be found in
any New Covenant text.
A.D.

HERMENEUTICAL THESES
(Application of the Historical-Exegetical Theses to
our Situation)
11. The goal of exegesis is to determine what a
text meant to its first hearers/readers. The
goal of applied hermenuetics is to discern
what the equivalent meaning/effect of that
text would be in new circumstances, such as
ours.
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12. "Our situation" is characterized by many
social historians as one facing "the greatest
social revolution America has yet seen, a
revolution in the way we view men and women, what they are, what they can do, how
they feel, and what they can expect to become" (J.D. Grambs and W.B. Waetjen, Sex:
Does It Make a Difference?, 1975, p. x). Some
Christians are afraid that much that is good will
be lost in the upheaval, so they strive earnestly
to find roots for traditional Western male/female arrangements in the biblical tradition.
Other Christians who are just as concerned for
the strengthening of the "good"
in our
heritage have become convinced that this
period of social upheaval offers us an extraordinary opportunity to allow the fundamental
message and purpose of Jesus to expose the
distortions and sinfulness in our inherited perceptions of maleness and femaleness, distortions and perversions that have left their mark
on all human ideas, customs and institutions including the most respected ones.

13. The historical-exegetical observations made
in theses 1-10 call into question any view of
male/female relationships or identity that
relies heavily on the category of "order"
(usually meaning "male dominance") to conceive of God's will for relationships between
Christian spouses.
13.1. Some teachers/authors seem to be committed to "order" for its own sake. (So Stephen Clark, Man and Woman in Christ,
1980: There has to be order, and it has to be
hierarchical, and males are "naturally" the
proper leaders.)
13.2. Some argue for order based on biology
a kind of socio-biological determinism. (This
is also a part of Clark's argument, employing
classical Roman Catholic categories: grace
can perfect nature but cannot fundamentally improve it.)
13.3. Some argue for "order" as determined "by
creation" and then refer to Genesis 3: 16
without noticing in that text that male domination is clearly the result of disobedience
and sin!
13.4. Some argue for order on the basis of male
protection (the woman as the "weaker
vessel" - 1 Peter 3:7) or on the basis of
"peace" and harmony in marriage. But
"peace" is never given in the New Testament as a motive for acknowledging the
authority of a husband. Rather "peace" is
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the relationship with God that should not be
disturbed by a non-believing husband or
wife, even if they decide to end the marriage
(1 Cor. 7:12-16), and a social context in
which women are truly taken seriously as
"co-heirs of grace" (1 Pet. 3:7) should lead
to Christian males offering whatever physical protection may be appropriate without
demanding the right to make one-sided decisions as the price for such protection.

14. The "order" called for by the New Covenant
Scriptures is one based on the gifts of the
Spirit, mutual servanthood, and maturity in
Christ.
14.1. T~ be socialized as a male in our culture
means both being given permission to lust
for power (11 achievement") and being made
chronically insecure. This leads to a pervasive 11 need to be in charge, 11 and this undermines growth and responsibility in those
females close to him.
14.2. To be socialized as a female in our culture
means being trained to anticipate finding
personal identity by becoming "part" of
someone else (a husband) as well as to express power subtly and sweetly through
manipulation and "games." This undermines growth and dignity in both herself
and her husband.
14.3. The risen Jesus has the power to undo the
works of these socialization processes, if He
is invited to do so.
15. Maturity in Christ is the result of growth in the
Spirit and of developing conformity to "the
stature of the fullness of Christ" (Eph. 4:13),
leading to great personal strength that is selfdisciplined for the courageous and sensitive
expressionof agape-love.
15.1.

15.2.

By this means a 11 male's identity" no longer
has to be (or dares be!) derived from dominance over others and the need to label
those around him as inferiors, e.g., women
and those of another race or culture.
By this means a "female's identity" no longer has to be (or dares be!) characterized by
the attempt to measure up to some human's
or some culture's formula for the "perfect
woman" or by a dependent abdication from
full responsibility for her own life and her
own discipleship.

16. Jesus the Christ has broken the tie between

gender-roles and power when power is under-

---~---

. ..

...

stood to be the right or ability to control
others.
11

11

Note this very helpful analysis of power
by
Rollo May (Power and Innocence: a Search for the
Sources of Violence, 1972):

A. Exploitative power = force: no choice for the
victim.
B. Manipulative power
power over someone:
seeks to limit choices.
C. Competitive power = power against someone: "If I am to go up, you must go down."
D. Nutritive power
power for someone: very
important, but it can create dependencies that en11
courage immaturity in the one "cared for.
E. Integrative power = power with: My power
encourages my neighbor's strength and does not take
advantage of his/her weaknesses.
17. In this "Noah's Ark" culture where the pressure to "pair up" is quite strong, "it needs to
be taught as normative Christian truth that
singleness is the first normal state for every
Christian ....
there exists no Christian imperative to become married as soon as one
can or to prefer marriage over singlenessas a
more whole or wholesome situation" (John
Howard Yoder, Singleness in Ethical and Pastoral Perspective. Elkhardt, Ind: Assoc. Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, 1974).
18. Jesushas the power to grant us a new identity
and a new self-image appropriate to our status with Him. We are hindered in receiving
this power by our attempts to justify ourselves
or by our passivity in light of cultural expectations (we have been raised to be respectable
sinners) - whether of the male or female variety. Jesus offers us the possibilities of a rich
solitude, a centeredness that makes communion and authentic relationships possible. And
He offers us vision and purpose for life in
which the goodness of our existence as sexual
beings can find an appropriate role as we "get
our acts together 11 with self-disciplined love,
with eagerness to accept responsibility for ourselves and Jesus' mission, and with the joys of
mutual encouragement.
19. There is no shortage of this true and valid
power. As a minority and a counterculture
community, we need all the power and maturity we can develop. And as seen in Jesus and
taught by Him, this power is abundantly available to anyone who will join Him in seeking
power, not to control but to serve others, t9
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lift up the fallen, to forgive, to encourage maturity and responsibility, and to give power to
the powerless.
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Talley, Jim and Reed, Bobbie. Too Close, Too Soon. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1982. The authors outline simple yet effective methods for singles to use in building
quality relationships while curtailing premature inti·macy -- the results of more than a decade of relationship counseling. -------------------MISSION

My heart lifts at the first great cry which brought creation into being; Christ, the second person of the
Trinity making all those galaxies burning with incredible brightness, those brilliant flaming suns which themselves are not the light which made them: I rejoice. It's the Word, the Light coming to us as Jesus of
Nazareth, which confounds my imagination.
Madeleine L'Engle, The Irrational Season
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Itinerant Evangelists
Meet in Amsterdam
By W. CARL KETCHERSIDE
he modern Dutch nation owes its existence to
William of Orange. This outstanding ruler, also
called William the Silent, is known, even as our own
George Washington, as "the father of his country."
In 1572, during his struggle with Alva, the Spaniard,
he wrote to the governor of North Holland that no
one should be hindered in preaching the Word of
God. By 1577 religious freedom was enjoyed
throughout the land. In 1584 William was murdered
by a Catholic fanatic for the reward of 25,000 gold
crowns offered by Philip II of Spain.
Almost four hundred years later the International
Convention of Itinerant Evangelists was called
together in Amsterdam. The fruition of a dream
which had long affected Billy Graham, it was the first
such gathering in the history of the faith. It was remarkable for its sense of unity and destiny, a neverto-be-forgotten
experience
which
will
surely
motivate those who participated as long as they live.
It was noteworthy for its organization, the result of
months of arduous planning and human labor. It
was also a demonstration of spiritual power, the
work of the Holy Spirit, which frequently brought a
lump to the throat and tears to the eyes of those
fortunate enough to be invited. All attendance was
by invitation to guarantee that those from richer
parts of the universe would not be preferred.
Approximately
five
thousand
persons,
representing 134 nations, were present for the ten
days spent in the historic city. Thousands more had
to be rejected because they could not meet the
qualifications. There were archbishops and patriarchs in clerical garb, but they were virtually overshadowed by the thousands who came in shirt
sleeves with their collars unbuttoned at the neck.
Although the characteristic dress of the emerging
countries of Africa, India, and the Far East lent color
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W. Carl Ketcherside fits the description of "itinerant" in more ways than
one. In his evangelistic pursuits, he is widely sought as a speaker on
college and university campuses, in foreign countries, for unity meetings,
and for occasions too numerous to mention. His ministry of service takes
him to the homes and offices of the prestigious to the slums of St. Louis and even the beaches of Amsterdam. Further, in his own writings he has
chronicled his own personal "itinerary" from sectarianism to openness to
love and freedom in Jesus Christ.

to the occasion, the costumes were little noticed as
men in gray flannel suits engaged in earnest conversation with others who were black, brown, or yellow
in color. Everyone was eager to help others in whatever way required.

Gathering in FormalAssembly
There were three kinds of formal meetings on the
program: plenary sessions (the word plenary meaning "full and entire"), designated and optional workshops. The entire congregation assembled each
morning at 8:30 for a session lasting from two to
three hours and again at 7:30 in the evening for
another two-and-a-half hours. Simultaneous translation was rendered in Spanish, Portugese, French,
Japanese, Mandarin, German, Arabic, Russian, and
other languages as it became necessary.
Besides Billy Graham some of the speakers at the
morning plenary sessions were Sir Marcus Loane of
Australia; Rebecca Manley Pippert, author of "Salt
Out of the Shaker"; Stephen Olford, founder of
Encounter Ministries and former minister of Duke
Street Baptist Church in Richmond, Surrey, England;
Tom Houston, Director of the British and Foreign
Bible Society in London, England; Ravi Zacharias,
born in India and currently a professor at Alliance
Theological Seminary, Nyack, New York; Gottfried
Osei-Mensah of Nairobi, Kenya, traveling secretary
of the Pan-African Fellowship of Evangelical
Students; and Alfredo Smith of the Bible Institute of
Lima, Peru. Among those addressing the evening
sessions were Luis Palau, Bill Bright, Chuck Colson,
Paul Yonggi Cho, Pat Robertson, and Leighton Ford.
Surprising as it may seem, there was no sectarian
emphasis. Each of the speakers exalted Jesusas Lord.
In his final speech Graham exhorted all of those
present to drop their partisan cloaks, to pray for one
another, and to emphasize the one body on earth
composed of all the saved of the whole world. He
received a deafening burst of applause.
Workshops (107 of them) beginning after the
morning sessions were all dedicated to the task of
training men in proclaiming the Good News, and
especially in making disciples of those who respond
to the proclamation. Each participant had made a
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choice of seven workshops before leaving home.
For me, the one on how to deal with Marxism and
the one on apologetics in a secular background
were outstanding.
The first was conducted by men from Hungary,
Cuba, Bulgaria, Roumania, Czechoslovakia, the
German Democratic Republic (East Germany),
Poland and Yugoslavia. They were preceded by the
Archbishop of the Russian Orthodox Church, the
Patriarch of the Armenian Orthodox Church, and
the Metropolitan
from
Constantinople.
The
questions directed toward these were particularly
penetrating and devastatingly direct. The room was
filled with expatriates and exiles who were no longer
afraid of harassment by the KGB. They held the feet
of the orthodox churchmen to the fire. The
translators were superb.
One thing became very apparent: the western
world is the victim of the media and influenced
greatly by it. But I was pleased to learn from some of
the Baptists (a term generally applied to evangelicals behind the Iron Curtain) that some things are
gradually improving. This was attributed to two
things: the emphasis upon the Holy Spirit and the
attitude of young men and women who are willing to suffer imprisonment and death for faith in
Jesus and hope of the hereafter. In answer to a
question, the speaker from Cuba announced that
there are 50,000 Christians in approximately 1000
congregations. He said that while they are not
permitted to engage in open-air meetings, they can
hold evangelistic meetings in their buildings without
interference.
The workshop on apologetics was conducted by
Michael Green of St. Aldates, Oxford, England. I had
read all of his books, finishing The Day Death Died
just before leaving home. I was not disappointed.
He is a clever and witty defender of the faith as becomes one who mingles with the sharply-honed and
rapier-like minds of Oxford men. It was obvious that
he is an admirer of C.S. Lewis and has drawn heavily
upon the resources of the knowledge left as our
heritage by this converted atheist.
He was the most challenging in his five suggestions for confronting modern secular man with the
Good News. Deploring employment of devious
methods which maneuver others into place for "the
kill," he recommends direct fencing in the open
rather than shooting from ambush, for in the latter
approach the cold steel of the Gospel may be lost.
He also urged us to distinguish between a smoke
screen and a real mental problem. He pointed out
that if you shoot down a smoke screen, another will
come up; but if you shoot down a genuine problem,
it is gone forever.
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Taking Jesusto the Beaches
One of the most overwhelming experiences was
the opportunity to share Jesus with a pleasure-mad
people on Sunday afternoon. Sixty-four buses
carrying almost fifty persons each were assembled at
the RAI Center, where the convention was being
held. To facilitate the afternoon's activities and to
make it easier language-wise, the Spanish and
Portugese-speaking people were grouped together,
those from the Far East were in another group, and
the English-speaking delegates were in still another. I
sat with a young Mennonite couple from France.
The man had been reared a Catholic but left that
church during his tour of duty with the French army.
Upon his return home, feeling there must be a better
way of settling difficulties than by shooting, he
joined a traditional "peace church." Currently, he is
working with four small congregations of from ten to
twenty members each in four villages of the French
countryside.
Our destination was one of the beaches along the
ocean. Our bus went by miles and miles of cars
parked four deep along the road until finally we
entered a large resort town wholly given over to
pleasure. The women, thousands of them, were
topless, and clad in the very briefest bikinis. A
musical group had preceded us to prepare the way.
A number of briefly-clad people were standing
around them as they sang and testified of their faith
in Jesus. We had all been instructed to leave our
coats, wear no ties, and unbutton the top two
buttons on our shirts, so we could more easily blend
with the crowd on the street.
All of us were supplied with "The Gospel of John"
in the Dutch vernacular to leave with those who
were interested. I first approached three elderly
people sitting on a bench gazing out across the
ocean. Learning they did not speak English, I related
to them in the few words of broken German that I
know. Promising to read what John said, each
received a book. I went next to a hotel porch where
eight people were enjoying the vagrant ocean
breeze. Finding an interpreter among ,them, I spoke
about the Lord until one woman interfered. I gave
out three more copies of the book and went and sat
down with a young couple, Pieter and Astrid Van
Marten, of Haarlem. They listened attentively, asked
intelligent questions, took the book and my address.
Next, I decided to go where no one else was
willing to go. There were over a hundred
motorcycles parked with some of their owners
standing beside them. Moving in among the Suzukis
and Hondas, I spoke to the young men and asked
them if they knew about Jesus. One of them wanted
to know if I were a Jesus-freak. I told them of how

much I owed Jesus and how much I wanted others
to be saved. It was as if an unseen force was at work
on them. They listened respectfully, and six of them
took the books and promised to read them. Having
one more copy of the "The Gospel of Johannes," I
flagged down two elderly women, sisters from
Ireland and East Germany, and gave it to them.
As we returned to the city, different ones told of
their experiences. It was a first for most of them, and
they were excited about the resu Its. But I had been
fine-tuning myself by preaching to youthful drunks
and drug addicts on Amsterdam Streets as well as in
the inner city of St. Louis. It was for me a refreshing
experience. I drank deeply of the Spirit that
afternoon.
Meeting Person to Person
Equally as informative and inspiring as the formal
program activities were the informal conversations
and meetings that came about spontaneously. It was
not at all unusual to find humble men clustered
around a leader to ask questions and imbibe his
learning. The evening meal provided a marvelous
opportunity for give-and-take among the delegates.
Each evening at the dinner with 5,000 people in two
large dining rooms, I managed to pick a table with
varied people from different parts of the world. One
evening, as table companions I had a young man
from Madagascar, one from India, one from Taiwan,
a middle-aged Lutheran from West Germany, and a
young man from Argentina. Speaking slowly enough
that all could understand, I asked each of them two
questions: one about the nature of their work at
home and one about the one thing that had
impressed them most about the convention. Often
the fluency and ease of the speakers registered high
on the scale. However, this evening all agreed that
what bordered on the miraculous to them was that
people so diverse in birth, education, and surroundings had, by reading the same book, found the same
Person, had given allegiance to Him, and could now
meet in such a place as brothers.
In an impassioned appeal on the final night, Billy
Graham quoted the words of Jesus about praying for
all those who believed on Him through the apostolic
testimony and urged those present to answer that
prayer. He pleaded with us not to /eave as

Methodists, Baptists, Anglicans, or Presbyterians, but
to go to the uttermost parts of the earth whence we
had come as members of one body, one family, and
one flock. There were tears in the eyes of the men
who sat nearest to me. In a few days they would be
back in the remote jungles of India, in the barrios of
Brazil, or in remote rice paddies of the Far East. They
would carry in their hearts to their last days the
memory of the great gathering to which they had

been invited.
AssessingPersonal Impressions
Since returning, I have been asked repeatedly
about my own impressions. I shall try to detail them.
1. The bringing together of men from great cosmopolitan centers to meet evangelists from the
jungles and thickets of the world was an incredible
undertaking. The logistics of such a meeting stagger
the imagination. Just housing them all was a
stupendous task. Some of the delegates had never
before seen a large multi-storied hotel. Yet the
whole procedure was virtually without a flaw. Not a
little credit accrued to the well-trained pages and
stewards enrolled from every country of the world.
2. I was impressed and amazed that men of all
races could share together, eat together, and talk
together
without
reservation,
jealousy,
or
prejudice. It was a common sight to see an Anglican
prelate talking with two or three eager men from a
faraway field in India, apparently enjoying the
experience. I had breakfast each morning with a
man from Toronto and another from Pugwash, Nova
Scotia. The latter worked
with
four small
congregations, each of whose Sunday morning
attendance was from twenty-five to thirty persons.
As he described his problems and the idiosyncracies
of the members, I could easily identify with them. I
forgot to ask him about his sectarian affiliation until I
saw him wearing a clerical collar at breakfast the last
day, whereas he had worn an aged gray suit the rest
of the time.
3. Most of you who read this journal know that I
believe we are standing in the doorway of history
and that another reformation is due. It will recapture and stress Jesus as the center of all that is
spiritual. It is the forfeiture of this reality that has
condemned
every
reformatory
movement,
including our own, to eventual disintegration. The
new reformation will do what the old did not
become alive and vibrant in the Near and Far East.
The proteges of the first were content to "take Jesus
to China and India." They forgot that He was
already there before they arrived. But, in the developing industrial revolution which made England and
the United States prosper, Jesus was another export
commodity; and those who took Him in their
suitcases also packed along their divisions to foist
upon a people unable to cope with them.
The times have changed. No longer can slick
Jesus-peddlers wrap villages around their fingers by
dispensing rice instead of God's grace. People are
more than statistics in a sectarian missions column.
The Spirit is moving to reveal the great root error of
the whole Christian historical concept. Those who
move in harmony will survive. Others will disappear
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beneath the grinding wheels of the Juggernaut of
increasing knowledge.
"They must upward then,
and onward, who would keep abreast of truth." As I
sat in the various sessions guided by those who were
valiantly seeking to deal with the frightening problems which beset our world, I had the distinct feeling
that we were being called to a greater and nobler

task than any of us have pursued.
Now I am convinced that most of those who came
and saw have also conquered. Never again will their
views be as constricted and restricted as before.
They have gained not only a greater knowledge, but
they have seen freedom beckoning them from afar.
And for that matter, so have I. Thank God! ___ M1ss10N

The most direct path
to a person's heart
still seems to me a good book.

The Making of Many Books
By BRUCEL. EDWARDS,JR.
Editor's Note: Many of our readers have expressed disappointment that we have failed to
include our annual update on current books for
several years now. We are pleased that Bruce
Edwards has undertaken the task for this year,
and we hope his suggestions will be helpful for
your own reading selections as welt as for those
on your Christmas list.

Y

ear-end book surveys should possess two crucial features: (1) they
should be truly informative of recent
works worthy of a reader's attention;
(2) they should dispense with any pretense of being exhaustive, objective,
or anything but the idiosyncratic judgments of the surveyor. That books can
fit both criteria -- i.e., be worthy of
other readers' attention while appeal-

Bruce L. Edwards, Jr. is an Assistant Professor of
English at Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
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ing to one particular reader's fancy
is a thesis whose validity readers of this
column can judge. But it seems to me
that a conscientious surveyor can do
nothing but list his or her surmisings
about the worthiness of the books
published in any given period, all the
while attempting to make biases apparent -- and meaningful. My goal, as
the goal of any such survey should be,
is three-fold: to spark interest in books
which might otherwise be neglected
or ignored, to delight the reader who
sees one of her own favorites mentioned, to infuriate readers who might
question the surveyor's selections and
sanity. That is why I read book reviews and surveys, anyway; to browse
in someone else's mind for a time.
The credentials (or lack of them) of
this reviewer should be noted. I write
not with the preferences of the pro-

fessional theologian or the textual
scholar, but with those of the English
teacher. If there is a "literary" bent to
the choices herein, the reason is not
obscure. Further, not all of the selections come recommended first-hand;
reviewers whose judgments I trust as well as friends with whispered tips
- are represented as well in the following notes and asides. Among the
publishers mentioned, a few will seem
to get special reference: Inter-Varsity
Press, Eerdmans, Harper and Row.
This is only a measure of these publishers' vitality in the religious book
market. The first two are well-known
and
wel 1-established
evangelical
publishers; the latter is a secular publisher which has recently entered
agressively into the religious market.
These three publish more books, and
thus more often register with an
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important, telling work. As the market W.H. Lewis, is for the Lewis devotee
continues to expand, so too the who would like a more intimate view
sophistication of Christian readers and of Lewis's daily life. Christopher Derthe demand for articulate, compelling
rick is the author of a maddening short
treatments of Christian themes keep work, C.S. Lewis and the Church of
pace. Wesley Willis, editor for Victor Rome (Ignatius Press), which specuBooks, points out that "the reading lates on why Lewis did not become a
public is sick and tired of fluff ... and Catholic. The most original and
want the contents to be substantial, provoking Lewisian volume of the year
both in the concepts presented and in has to be Peter Kreeft' s Between
the quality of writing and editing." I Heaven and Hell (Inter-Varsity Press).
hope this survey will provide a useful Kreeft imagines the conversation
guide to works of such quality and Lewis, John Kennedy, and Aldous
Huxley might have had as they
merit.
awaited transport to their eternal
homes. The connection? All three died
SPIRITUALAUTOBIOGRAPHY
on November 22, 1963. In it, Lewis
AND BIOGRAPHY
It is a banner year anytime the book proves himself to be "Oxford's Bonny
buyer can get not one, but two works Fighter" once more.
from the pen of Frederick Buechner. In
The prize biography of the year is
the past twelve 1nonths, The Sacred Alzina Stone Dale's The Outline of
Journey and Now and Then (Harper Sanity: A Life of G. K. Chesterton (Eerdand Row) have appeared as Buechner mans). Widely acclaimed by religious
continues to write the most poignant
and secular reviewers, Outline is the
and enriching spiritual autobiography
first major Chesterton biography in
of our times. Well-known for such two decades and is a model of what
homiletical works as Telling the Truth
every biography ought to be: incisive,
and The Magnificent Defeat, critically
factual, compelling - all without the
acclaimed for his Leo Bebb tetra logy of chronological snobbery typical of connovels, The Book of Bebb, Buechner is temporary biographies. Dale knows
at his best as a memoirist. The Sacred when to step out of the way and let
Journey and Now and Then reveal the Chesterton speak for himself. Her
details of Buechner's early life and work cannot but help contribute to the
adulthood with the same delightful
ongoing Chesterton revival which has
prose style and deep faith which
made him the most quotable personaccompany
his
other
works. ality
among
American
political
Buechner's theme, as always, is that commentators. Two recent paperback
theology is nothing if not autobiograissues should be noted. Malcolm Mugphy, that God speaks to mankind in geridge's delightful and informative A
events as well as words; Buechner is a Third Testament (Ballantine/Epiphany)
master at gaining the reader's recogni- is now available in an inexpensive
tion of spiritual import in the most paper version. In it Muggeridge proordinary affairs of daily life.
files the lives of six believers of past
Lewisiana should probably be a sep- ages, Augustine, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy,
arate category in any book survey, Blake, Kierkegaard and Bonhoeffer,
since books about C.S. Lewis continue
and thereby creates a further testito proliferate. Most religious book- mony to New Testament faith. Also
stores devote a special section to available in paperback is Richard
"Lewis and friends," as the Christian
Rodriguez'
/-lunger
o(
Memor11
public seems to have an insatiable ap- (Bantam), a poignant statement of a
petite for Lewis-related materials. The Mexican-American struggling to mainbest introduction to Lewis's life and tain his family and religious identity in
thought continues to be Kathryn Lind- a pluralistic society. His chapter entiskoog' s C.S. Lewis: Mere Christian
tled "Credo" is alone worth the price
(Inter-Varsity Press), a volume recent- of the book, as Rodriguez, a literary
ly revised and updated. Lindskoog's
Ph.D. from Berkeley, attempts to articbook samples Lewis's thought on a ulate for incredulous friends why he
number
of contemporary
issues, holds on to his faith. His experience
providing generous biographical and will mirror the experience of many in
bibliographical
data. Brothers and Churches of Christ who wrestle with
Friends (Harper and Row), diary ambivalent feelings about staying or
entries written by Lewis's brother
rnovi ng on.

DEVOTIONALAND PASTORAL
WORKS
If readers have not heard of Virginia Stem Owens, then let me take
pleasure in introducing her as, quite
simply, the best contemporary stylist
among Christian writers. This is a bold
judgment, but I submit any of her recent works or Christianity
Today
columns for evidence. Several years
ago Eerdmans published her scathing
critique of TV evangelism, The Total
image; and one knew that a thoughtful
new Sayersian/Lewisian spokesperson
had arrived. Her two latest works carry
on this rich tradition begun in The
Total Image. And the Trees Clap Their
I-lands (Eerdmans) is an amazing book,

one that cried out to be written by a
sensitive Christian mind. Those who
have read such books as The Tao of
Physics or The Dancing Wu Li Masters
may
have
puzzled
over
the
implications of modern physics and
quantum mechanics for Christian faith.
Owens has written a book which
synthesizes that material and crafts a
Christian response. This is a devotional
book? Yes, by all means! Owens takes
on the Newtonian view that matter is
strictly mechanical, a view which, she
argues, "demotes to mere metaphor"
all the natural imagery of Scripture that
calls for creation to participate in
praise to its Maker. You will be exhilarated by her deft analysis and lucid
prose: "The prophet's figure of trees
clapping their hands is a living reality."
A second Owens book, A Feast of
Families (Zondervan), is equally delightful, as it renews our appreciation
of and faith in the family as a unit of
God's grace, "a medium for passing
the important things of life, like tradi
lions and faith, from generation to
generation." This is no superficial
"how-to" book, but a reflective and
meditative book on the nature of
family life as Owens writes autobiographically, yet universally, about her
experiences. Is there anyone writing
today among Christian authors who is
as versatile as Owens?
Annie Dillard should be mentioned
here as well. The author of 1-fo/y the
Firm and Pilgrim at Tinker Creek,
Dillard published two note-worthy
critical works on modern fiction and
the experience of writing it. Teaching a
Stone to Talk (Harper and Row) is a
collection of Dillard pieces on some
contemporary writers somewhat rerni-
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niscent (but much more brooding and
introverted) of the late John Gardner's
On Moral Fiction. A second, more
ambitious work, Living by Fiction
(Harper and Row), takes on critical
currents in the literary world such as
deconstruction ism and tries to locate a
place in modern reading for "determinate meaning," that is, a place for
something more solid than the
"random" interpretations which have
become commonplace among radical
academicians. Her "Part 3, Does the
World Have Meaning?" is a provocative but inconclusive response to the
question. To say the least, these Dillard
books are for a slightly different
audience than her earlier volumes.
Phillip Yancey has recently emerged
as one of the best younger writers,
having served as publisher of Campus
Life and as an at-large editor of
Christianity Today. His work, Open
Windows (Crossway Books), is a collection of short devotional pieces
which take ordinary events and
analyze their spiritual significance.
Speaking of "ordinary" things, Lewis
Smedes, author of Love Without Limits
(Eerdmans), has given us this year,
Mere
From

Morality:
Ordinary

What God Expects
People (Eerdmans).

This is a study
of the five
commandments
in the decalogue
which deal with human relationships,
treating "the role of commandments
in Christian moral decision-making."
John R.W. Stott has given preachers
a reintroduction to their craft with his
Between Two Worlds: The Art of
Preaching in the Twentieth Century

(Eerdmans), an ex'hilarating reminder
that speaking the word of God publicly
can still change lives and hearts.
Richard Coleman's Gospel Telling; The
Art and Theology of Children's Sermons (Eerdmans) similarly invigor-

ates the practice of children's sermons
and storytelling common to many
churches today.

THEOLOGICALAND ETHICAL
STUDIES
Where to start? Such a wide variety
of works have appeared in the past
eighteen months of interest to an
evangelical audience, it is difficult
even to pigeonhole appropriate categories. Here in no particular order are
some of the most provoking and stimulating volumes. In Season, Out of Season: An Introduction
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to the Thought of

ment and thus undermines Christian
faith ... nor ignores the challenges of
Enlightenment
and
thereby
his ethical thought. Done in interview the
style, the book addresses an audience becomes obscurantist,"
The language of religion is equally a
which may have been interested in
Ellul but heretofore had not been able controversial topic, and one will find
radical
feminist
viewpoint
to penetrate his sometimes prolix the
canon of books. Ellul is best known for defended in Rosemary Ruether's
his critique of la technique in modern Sexism and God-Talk (Beacon Press). A
society in such works as The Techno- briefer, less scholarly but equally prological Society (Vintage) and The voking counter-thrust is provided in
(Seabury). Vernard Eller's The Language of
Technological
System
Gabriel Fackre's thesis in The Religious Canaan and the Grammar of Feminism
Right and Christian Faith (Eerdmans) is (Eeredmans). Eller argues, basically,
that fundamentalism's
attack on that biblical (by definition, masculine)
secular humanism may, in fact, un- language is beautiful and we must
wittingly promote it. On a similar keep it that way; by implication, incluwavelength, Robert Webber's Moral sive language (his/her, pluralising proMajority: Right or Wrong? (Crossway nouns, etc.) is rough, crude and full of
Books) raises questions about the style "feminist-approved flags," and should
the
and substance of a once and future be rejected as compromising
political action group headed by Jerry integrity of biblical intent.
Edward Fudge, editor of HoustonFalwell. Richard Quebedeaux, author
of critical works on neo-evangelicalism based periodical The Good Newspaper
author
of
an
excellent
and the "new" charismatics, is back and
with By What Authority: The Rise of commentary on Hebrews, Our Man in
Personality Cults in American Chris- Heaven (Baker), has in the past year
tendom (Harper and Row), a study of published a major study of the docelectronic preachers and churches. trine of hell. The Fire that Consumes
Speaking of which, readers of Robert (Providential Press), with foreword by
Schuller' s Self-Esteem: The New Refor- F.F. Bruce, surveys the biblical foundamation (Word), his manifesto on the tions of eternal punishment as well as
needs of twentieth-century
church- the testimony of the intervening cenmen and women, will want to read turies. Fudge's surprising
but eloDennis Voskuil's Mountains into Gold- quently argued - conclusion is that
mines: Robert Schuller and the Gospel hell has been a very much misunderof Success (Eerdmans), a balanced, but stood doctrine by those in the church:
critical view of one of the more suc- the destiny of the wicked is not evercessful TV ministers.
lasting punishment but annihilation.
lnerrancy and views of Scripture are The work is based on a massive restill hot debate topics. The following search project and represents the most
volumes survey the territory, offering thoroughgoing study of the eternal
varied stances. Donald McKim has destiny of the wicked in this century.
edited a volume which contains stateRalph P. Martin, venerable professor
ments by such widely known scholars of theology at Fuller Theological Semias F.F. Bruce, C.K. Barrett, Jack nary, has written still another treatise
Rogers, and G.C. Berkouwer, The on Christian worship: The Worship of
Authortative
Word:
Essays on the Cod (Eerdmans). This new work proNature
of
Scripture
(Eerdmans). vides a careful exegesis of biblical
Ronald H. Nash's The Word of Cod passages on the subject. George A. F.
and the Mind of Man: The Crisis of Re- Knight's book I Am.· This is My Name
vealed Truth in Contemporary
Theol- (Eerdmans) is a helpful study of the
ogy (Zondervan) attempts to put in names of God revealed in Scripture
perspective the various camps among and a comparison of the character of
modern evangelical scholars. Bernard the biblical God with the deities of
Ramm, in After Fundamentalism: The other world religions.
Michael T. Gorman's Abortion and
Future of Evangelical Theolom1 (Harper
and Row), takes up issues about Scrip- the Ear/ 11 Church (Inter-Varsity Press)
ture and a full range of other contem- presents important information about
porary issues in trying to forge "a new the attitude of the first century toward
paradigm for doing theology, one that the act of abortion. A student of Bruce
neither capitulates to the Enlighten- Metzger at Princeton, Gorrnan argues

Jacques Ellul (Harper and Row) is a first
- an accessible book about Ellul and

Book, edited by Jeanne Hunt (Harper (Farrar, Straus, Giroux) won first prize
in the Book World Spring Festival and
and Row), is a collection of twentyis as delightful in its illustrations as in
two articles and portions of books
written by Christians about the family.
its prose. So What? by Lillian Hoban
The selections vary in length and qual(Greenwillow
Books) chronicles the
ity, but three or four are worth the life of Jim, the first-grader who doesn't
everyone else is popular or tall
price of the book for the wisdom they fit in
contain. Brenda Hunter, who writes as or athletic. Then he meets Elinor who
reminds him, "Some things are easy
a "former feminist," argues forcefully
for mothering as the "highest, most for some people and hard for other
fulfilling calling in life" in Where Have people. So What?" A good book about
All the Mothers Cone? (Zondervan). finding self-esteem. Also perfect for
children
are
Kathryn
She especially writes movingly in her younger
Lindskoog' s A Child's Carden of Verses
concern for "latch-key children" who
come
home to "empty,
lonely
(Regal), a baptizing of R.L. Stevenson's
houses." Hunter does not ignore the older volume with Christian themes,
plight of mothers who must work, but and 700 Bible Stories (Abingdon), a
chastises those who work outside the collection of Old and New Testament
home
from
selfish,
materialistic
stories refreshingly retold by Norman
motives.
Bull and illustrated by Val Biro.
Three books on Christian education
Older children will be interested in
are of particular note. Charles Habib
Stephen Lawhead' s growing series of
Malik, Professor of Political Philosophy
Christian fantasy: In the Hall of the
at Catholic University, has authored a Dragon King and The Warlords of Nin
stirring book about the mission of the (Crossway Books), both in the George
university in nurturing faith and count- MacDonald/CS.
Lewis
tradition.
eracting the secularism of our times. A MacDonald's The Flight of the Shadow
Christian Critique of the University (Harper and Row) has been reissued
(Inter-Varsity Press) offers direction for and will also be of interest to adoleseducators and administrators interest- cent readers. Anna to the Infinite
ed in preserving a spirit of free inquiry Power, by Mildred Ames (Scribners), is
in higher education under the Lord- an intriguing bit of science-fiction.
ship of Christ. Moody Press recently Anna discovers, accidentally, that she
published
Kenneth
Gangel
and is a clone, a product of genetic enWarren Benson's Christian Education: gineering and sets about trying to disIts /-listory and Philosophy, a useful cover her "true self." This book is a
statement of traditional evangelical chilling (and prophetic?) view of the
FAMILY,EDUCATIONAND
concerns in the formation and admin- future and the unknown
hazards
CHILDREN'SBOOKS
istration of a Bible college. Brian Hill, which await us.
Controversial
Dr. James Dobson an Australian professor of education,
continues to publish prolifically, this writes lucidly about the challenges the
MISCELLANY
time with a collection of his answers to Christian teacher faces in and out of
The beleaguered book surveyor fiparents' questions entitled, appropripublic schools in Faith at the Black- nally comes to a point where he has
ately, Dr. Dobson Answers Your Ques- board: Issues Facing the Christian some hooks to mention, hut no contions (Tyndale). Women at the Cross- Teacher (Eerdmans). He attempts to venient categories in which to place
roads, by Kari Torjesen Malcolm (Inter- answer the question of whether there them. First among them is Walker
Varsity
Press), explores
a path is a distinctively "Christian" style of Percy's new book Lost in the Cosmos,
"between feminism and traditionalteaching. One may not agree with his or The Last Se/f-1-lelp Book (Farrar,
ism" for women and their families
answers but he has framed the ques- Straus and Ciroux). Not quite fiction,
with careful biblical exegesis. /~ea/ tions well.
not quite non-fiction, the book falls
Men Enjoy Their Kids! (Abingdon) by
It is difficult to know how to recom- somewhere between satire and apoloWenda Singer, Stephen Shectman and mend buying books for children and getic. It is at once a parody of Carl
Mark Singer, is a celebration of the adolescents. One safe bet is to recom- Sagan's Cosmos, the ultimate national
father's role in the family, offering
mend C. S. Lewis's unsurpassed psychological quiz, and a defense of
theological
counseling
for
those Chronicles of Narnia (Macmillan), in its Christianity as the only answer to the
fathers who think themselves too busy billionth printing by now. But good fic- enigma of man's origin and destiny.
to spend time with their children, as tion continues to surface. Tell Me a The humor and cleverness of this book
well as practical suggestions for find- Mitzi will delight young readers and cannot be paraphrased. Well, one
ing the time for the priceless experitheir parents. "Tell me a mitzi" is one Ii ne, anyway: "If you' re a big enough
ences awaiting those who learn to child's way of asking for another fool to climb a tree and like a cat retreasure their farnily setting. f~aising a imaginative story about Mitzi, a magi- fuse to come down, then someone
Joyful Family: The Christian Reader's cal friend. This book by Lore Segal who loves you has to make as big a
that though abortion was widely practiced in the ancient world, the uniform
stance of the church in the early centuries was decidedly anti-abortion.
Nuclear Holocaust and Christian /-/ope
(Inter-Varsity Press), edited by Ronald
Sider and Richard Taylor, presents essays which call the church to a disarmament stance in regard to nuclear
weaponry. (I would be happy to
mention here a counterpart to this
volume which argues the other side of
the question but I don't know of a
convincingly argued volume in print.)
Apologetic works are in abundance
and a few excellent ones were
published in the past twelve months.
William Dyrness's Christian Apologetics in a World Community (Inter-Varsity Press) compares the Christian
wor ldview with such movements and
religious vantage points as Marxism,
empiricism, and Buddhism, offering a
place for the Christian to stand in the
pluralism of today's culture. Popular
lecturer
Anthony
Campolo
has
A
f~casonablc Faith:
authored
/~esponding to Secularism (Word), an
attempt to place biblical faith in the
context of the secular humanism
debate. And Crossway Books has reissued all of Francis Schaeffer's works
in a five-volume hardback set ($89.00).
Schaeffer has reportedly revised and
updated many of his earlier works for
this reissuing.
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fool of himself to rescue you."
In the same vein is Robert Farrar
Capon's latest, From Noon to Three: A
Parable of Romance, Law and the Outrage of Crace (Harper and Row).
Capon's other works - Hunting the
Divine Fox, The Third Peacock, The
Supper of the Lamb, among them
all
have the same impish quality that
From Noon to Three possesses;and no
one else can quite get under skin and
irritate, while at the same time pleasing, like Capon. The book is, as the
title says, a parable about the "outrage of grace," and how all of us especially Christians - try to explain
away the plain sense of Cod's pronouncements of salvation by grace
through faith. Give this one to your
favorite Pharisee.
Another recommendable but audacious book is Report on the Shroud of
Turin by Dr. John H. Heller (Houghton
Mifflin). Most of us are wary of books
like this; they smack of sensationalism
as do all the Noah's Ark books
of the past decade. But this one sys-
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tematically and meticulously traces the mans' Handbook to the World's Religions is easily the most accessible
efforts of the medical, archaeological,
and scientific community to ascertain source of information on the topic of
the nature and origin of the shroud's any book currently available to the
image. Heller himself is a medical non-specialist.
doctor who was part of the team; and
This browser's tour of a year's worth
his judgment on the shroud is that it is
authentic, i.e., that if it was not the of books must conclude with a homily.
I would testify, as would many an acbody of Jesustransfixed on the shroud,
quaintance, that the most treasured
it was someone at least as remarkable.
Leroy Garrett's anecdotal history of gifts and surprises I have had in my
books
the Restor-ation Movement, The Stc)l)e- adult years have been books
Campbe/1 Movement (College Press), carefully selected and savored by
has been given ample coverage by friends who knew they would open up
my mind to something fresh, exciting,
Mission reviewers; but it deserves
mention as one of the most readable of worth perusing. We have not coma host of dry and predictable tomes on pletely dispensed with the printed
page, even with the advent of elecour heritage. At least when Garrett
tronic mail, digitized text processing
tells the story, you stay awake. I knew
and CRT's; the most direct path to a
Campbell was more interesting than
person's heart still seems to me a good
that! And no survey would be presentbook. This surveyor hopes you've
able without mentioning Eerdmans'
latest "handbooks"
in their glossy, found something here worth sharing,
and hopes as well that if you have a
comprehensive series of helpful refgood book in mind, you'll let him
erence works. Ecrdmans' Handbook to
know too.
Christian Belie( is a layman's encyclopedia of theological topics, while Eerd-

Luther and the Papacy*
Stagesin a Reformation Conflict
By Scott H. Hendrix (Philadelphia:

Fortress,) 123 pp., $14.95*

While Luther tried to reject the idea that he was challenging the papacy, his
intellectual and theological honesty led him deeper and deeper into a thicket
where beneath every point relative to the indulgence issue was the authority
of the papacy.
Reviewed By RICHARD L HARRISON, JR.
In a significant and well-written
study, Scott
Hendrix confronts one of the basic issues in
Catholic-Protestant dialogue today, the place and
authority of the papacy. Hendrix sees Luther's attitude toward the papacy as being central both to his
own development and also to the wider history of
Richard L. Harrison, Jr., Professor of Church History at Lexington
Theological Seminary, is a trustee of the Disciples of Christ Historical
Society. *Reprinted with permission from THE REVIEW OF BOOKS AND
RELIGION, Mid-June, 1983, p. 4.
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the Reformation.
Hendrix notes that Luther understood the papacy
primarily as the chief pastoral office of the church,
and that the popes are to be evaluated in their service as pastors, as "advocates of the people." The
role of pastor in Luther's mind was to nourish the
people with the Word of God. The degree to which
th is was not being done became the heart of
Luther's critique of the papacy.
Hendrix shows that Luther's view of the papacy
did not change quickly and dramatically, but rather

"progressed through finely differentiated stages until
he became absolutely convinced that the papacy
would not fulfill its pastoral duty." Luther's break
with Rome is to be understood as his judgment that
the Word of God was being withheld from the
people.
The gradual change in Luther's perspective of the
papacy is divided into seven periods, beginning with
the years prior to the indulgence controversy. In this
first level, Hendrix points out that Luther developed
his theology of Word and faith that carried within it
the potential for radical criticism of the institutional
church.
The second stage centers on the indulgence controversy. Luther saw the abuse of indulgences as a
challenge to the Word of God. Hendrix notes
perceptively that Luther's choice of indulgences as
his point of defense of the Gospel set him up for
conflict with the authority of the papacy. While
Luther tried to reject the idea that he was
challenging the papacy, his intellectual and theological honesty led him deeper and deeper into a
thicket where beneath every point relative to the
indulgence issue was the authority of the papacy.
In the next two levels of Luther's developing anti pathy toward the papacy, Luther renounced claims
for both papal and conciliar infallibility. This is
followed by a period in which the intention to excommunicate Luther became clear, and Luther's ties
with the papacy and thus with the church of Rome
were all but cut. Luther's view of the papacy became
much more strident, and the imagery of Antichrist
came to be employed with some frequency. His
rationale for such a stand was that the papacy had
intentionally kept the people from the Word of God.
The sixth step in Luther's journey includes his
famous appearance at the Diet of Worms and his
stay in the Wartburg. Luther became convinced that
there was no hope for the reform of the papacy, and
the reformation of the church would have to
proceed apart frorn the authority of Rome. Luther

dealt with many issues during this period, but out of
the vigor of certainty about his cause, he came to
see that in places such as Wittenberg the church was
being reformed according to Scripture. Further, the
common denominator among those who stood by
Luther during this time was an "experience of liberation from the 'laws of the pope.' "
The final stage of development in Luther's relation
to the papacy stretches from 1522 to his death in
1546. He seemed fearful
as time passed that
younger Christians would lose the vision, and thus
his polemic increased in intensity. "In a sixteenth
century version of the 'forget, hell' attitude, Luther
never tired of reminding his readers what an
abomination the papacy was and how horrible it
has been to live under it.' " Also, Luther believed
that he had proved that the church could well survive without the papacy, and thus the pope could
not claim to be essential for the church. Throughout
this period Luther sought to fulfill his pastoral duties
by protecting his flock against what he saw as an
"insidious enemy."
The one weakness of this work is (as so frequently
happens) that Luther's later years are compressed
into one brief section. Can it be accurate to portray
Luther's view of the papacy as relatively consistent
during the last twenty-four years of his life, while the
preceding five years had been marked by carefully
nuanced stages?
Nevertheless, Hendrix has written an important
new interpretation of the Protestant Reformation,
one which focuses on perhaps the major issue separating Protestants and Catholics today: the role of
papal authority. If Hendrix is right, the historical
phenomenon of the Reformation as schism is based
primarily on the failure of the papacy to keep faith
with its proper pastoral function. Perhaps this
information will give Christians of the late 20th
Century new insights into ways in which the body of
Christ might begin to overcome its disunity.
··----··-·---·-~---····-·--~·~·····--·-----·-MISSION
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But this seemeth a strange and vvonclcrful dc(inition, that to live to the law is lo die to Cud; and to diE'to
the law, is to live to Cod. These tvvo propositions are clean contrary lo reason, ancl therefore no cra(ty
sophister or law-worl<ercan understand them. But learn thou the true understancling ther!'o( He that
liveth to the law, that is seel<ethto be justiiiecl by the vvorl<sof the law, is and remaineth a sinner; therefore
he is dead and condemned. For the law cannot justify and save him, /Jut accuseth, terrifiet/1, ancl l<illeth
him. Therefore to live unto the lavv is tu clie unto Coe/: and contrariwise, to die lo the law is to li1c unto
Coe/. Wherefore i( thou wilt liw unto Cod, thou must clie to the law; /)U/ i( thou wilt live lo the fcll,v,thou
shalt die to Cod. Now tu live unto Coe/, is to /Je justi!iecl by grace, or hy faith for Christ's sal<c,vvithout the
law and works.
This is then the /lW/Jer and true clcti11itio11
ol a Christian: that he is the chi/cl of grace and remission of sins,
which is under not lavv, hut is ahove the la1.v,sin, death and hell. And even as Christ is free from the grave, .
. . so is a Christian free from the law.
1

Martin Luther, (rom the Comrrn•ntar11
on Ca/ations
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